I. **Call to Order:** 5:04 PM

II. **Roll Call**

**PRESENT:** Westin, Carlota, Diana, BCD, Khai, Sophia, Mihir, Dereck, Chase, Andrew, Jingran, Dean Sherry, Kim

**EXCUSED:** Yazmin, Jacob, Alan, Amberine

**UNEXCUSED:** Mick, Arbi

III. **Approval of Minutes**

A. Approved 9-0-1

IV. **Announcements:**

A. Reorder to new business

V. **Public Input and Introduction**

VI. **Committee Reports**

A. **Finance Committee [Mick Salazar]**
   - Bingo Event
     - Approved 9-0-1
   - Gavel for RCC
     - Approved 9-0-1

B. **Revelle Organizations Committee [Dereck Garcia]**
   - No in person involvement fair, move to online sessions for promotion of Revelle orgs and programs hosted by all chairs and representatives
     - Most likely winter in person
   - Not all orgs have Chairs due to pandemic, will most likely recruit during Fall Quarter
   - Will have budget submitted by Monday for incentives for online involvement fair
   - Move to appoint Dereck Garcia as ROC; Approved 8-0-1

C. **Rules Committee [Westin Gibbs]**
   - Nothing to report

D. **Appointments Committee [Carlota Conant]**
   - **Third Year Representative:** Alexandra Babakanian
     - Very big team player
     - Has a lot of experience with organizing events through other Revelle organizations like RCO and ELP
   - **Fourth Year Representative:** Sierra Crenshaw
     - She has a lot of experience with organizing events through ELP and having been a student activities intern
     - Wants to connect 4th years through celebrations
   - **Transfer Representative:** Katelynn Rowley
     - Spoke a lot about her experiences as a transfer and mentioned how she's gotten connected with admin like Dean Sherry, Grace, Janet and attended events like transfer tuesday. She's looking to improve connections with transfers and our college by tackling things from the start (when students first step on campus)
     - Will be in her 5th year so she doesn't have a lot of other obligations. She wants to give RCC her 100% effort
   - **Commuter Representative:** Adela Chavez
     - Very passionate about helping others and getting them connected
     - I feel that she will do a phenomenal job in breaking the disconnect commuting students may feel from campus
   - **AS Senator:** Andrew Shen
Is very familiar with roles of RCC and AS, even attended an AS meeting before

Works well with others and can handle conflicting/differing opinions

◆ **ROC: Derek Garcia (our interim!)**

➢ Very experienced working with other people and organizing events. He has a very good relationship with Melina and Janet which the committee felt is very important in a position like this

➢ Provided really awesome examples of mediating conflicts through his leadership experiences with his dance team

◆ **RFAB: Tasnia Sharia**

➢ Wants to improve college pride and heighten community in Revelle

➢ Seemed like someone very open to input!

◆ **EDI Rep: Iffat Alam**

➢ She has an amazing sense of cultural awareness and the sensitivity of topics that fall under EDI.

➢ Very well spoken. She mentioned that when others have differing opinions her goals are to educate and find compromise because she recognizes when one should stop pushing and focus on what outcome will provide a greater good

➢ Has a lot of great ideas with promoting cultural awareness in the events we host quarterly!

◆ **Basic Needs Advocate: Taixin Wei**

➢ Super enthusiastic and passionate!!

➢ Greatest strength is communication and what they want to focus on is the student disconnect with basic needs resources.

➢ He's done his own small part through emailing the basic needs hub and triton food pantry about ways to get involved and help. Mentioned in their interview that he donated a lot of stuff since he knew he couldn't keep it with him because he was flying back home to China. Plus, he encouraged a lot of his international friends to do the same!

◆ **ASCE Rep: Suleyma Villa**

➢ Although she didn't apply for ASCE, we still wanted her on council as she seems like someone is very ready to get involved.

➢ Hard working and persistent and carries a lot of qualities that would make a great leader amongst council in the future!

E. **Graduation Committee [-]**

❖

F. **Election Committee [-]**

❖ Nothing to report

G. **Student Services Committee [Sophia Correa]**

❖ Nothing to report

**VII. Reports**

A. **President [Westin Gibbs]**

❖ Other councils are moving forward with MOUs to donate a portion of their student fees

B. **Vice President of Internal [Carlota Conant]**

❖ Zoom zestival of our own before the last meeting of the quarter next week!

C. **Vice President of Administration [Diana Al Dikka]**

❖ I have nothing to report.

D. **Vice President of External [Brian Chris Donovan]**

❖ Nothing to Report

E. **Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Jacob Rodriguez & Mihir Pandya]**

❖ Privacy & Security

➢ Presentation from Campus Privacy Officer Pegah Parsi & there is a lot of information on the UC San Diego privacy website [https://evc.ucsd.edu/units/privacy/index.html](https://evc.ucsd.edu/units/privacy/index.html)

➢ Most privacy laws allow for personal information and data to be used for public health initiatives, but there are general transparency requirements (you have the right to consent!)
Programs are limited to the duration of the emergency
Current focus of the office is the reopening of campus
There will be upcoming information sessions and privacy trainings if anyone wants more information on privacy
UC Privacy Officers regularly meet with Zoom Privacy Counsel to discuss privacy concerns, and alternatives to Zoom are being reviewed

❖ Fill out the feedback survey for AS - no more gift cards are available, but your feedback is important to express what you want to see AS do!
❖ Education Continuity Taskforce is working on a schematic to outline local, state and federal health guidelines about what is and is not allowed as campus reopens
❖ Transportation
  ➢ TS will release information soon about safe practices while riding the bus given the global pandemic
  ➢ “S” parking permits will be sold daily in the fall while A/B/SR permits will still be available for purchase
  ➢ Campus is working to improve cycling infrastructure and promoting alternative transit modes
❖ SMHAC charter was passed 23-0-2 by the Senate
❖ Thank you for everything, RCC!
❖ Move to appoint Andrew Shen as AS Senator; Approved 7-0-2

F. Director of Spirit and Events [Khai Williams]
  ❖ Nothing to report

G. Director of Student Services [Sophia Correa]
  ❖ Nothing to report

H. Class Representatives
  ● Fourth Year Representative [-]
    ❖ Move to appoint Sierra Crenshaw as Fourth Year Rep; Approved 7-0-2
  ● Third Year Representative [-]
    ❖ Move to appoint Alexandra Babakanian as Third Year Rep; Approved 8-0-1
  ● Second Year Representative [Alan Apte]
  ❖
  ● First Year Representative [-]
  ❖

I. Commuter Representative [-]
  ❖ Move to appoint Adela Chavez as Commuter Rep; Approved 8-0-1

J. Residential Representative [Chase Hickey]
  ❖ Nothing to report

K. Transfer Representative [Andrew Leal]
  ❖ Move to appoint Katelynn Rowley as Transfer Rep; Approved 8-0-1

L. International Representative [Jingran Xu]
  ❖

M. Out of State Representative [-]
  ❖

N. Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [-]
  ❖

O. Revelle Judicial Board Ex-Officio [Yazmin Munoz]
  ❖ Nothing to Report

P. Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherry Mallory]
  ❖

Q. Campus-Wide Representatives
  ● HDH [Alan Apte]
    ❖
  ● SFAC [Arbi Leka]
    ❖ No Report
  ● UCAB [Amberine Kabir]
    ❖ I have nothing to report.
  ● WCSAB [Kim Lim]
    ❖ I have nothing to report.
  ● RFAB [-]
    ❖ Final Meeting of the Year
    ❖ Review of Budget and plans to move forward for summer, and fall
    ❖ Move to appoint Tasnia Sharia as RFAB Rep; Approved 8-0-1
  ● EJA [-]
VIII. **New Business**
   A. Mihir resigned as AS senator

IX. **Unfinished Business**

X. **Announcement**

XI. **Roll Call and Adjournment**

PRESENT: Westin, Carlota, Diana, Mick, BCD, Khai, Sophia, Mihir, Dereck, Chase, Andrew, Jingran, Dean Sherry, Arbi, Kim
EXCUSED: Yazmin, Jacob, Alan, Amberine
UNEXCUSED: Mick
ADJOURNED: 5:57 PM